HealthView
Inventory
Manage Your Cardiac Device Costs

In our highly competitive managed care environment, controlling supply costs is critical to survival. Insufficient on-hand inventory creates inefficiencies, such as procedures rescheduled due to lack of supplies or suboptimal equipment used in place of out-of-stock items. On the other hand, too much inventory means expired devices, overrun storage, and wasted capital sitting on the shelf. And without automated charge capture, too many heart centers fail to bill for legitimate device and procedure charges. A true center of excellence requires a comprehensive inventory management solution designed for the highly specialized world of cardiovascular medicine.

The Solution: HealthView Inventory Management, Trusted by the USA’S Leading Heart Programs

Healthview Inventory is the nation’s No. 1 inventory management solution for CV Services—monitoring use of devices, medications, and staff time in the cath lab, EP, PV, and CVOR. This fully automated program eliminates the waste, error, and potential risks of manual systems. It starts with elegant data capture interfaces built right into the workflow, eliminating redundant data entry. This may be accomplished through auto-decrement from the hemodynamic or EP procedure log, or through a portable barcode wand. In this manner, the product usage data is tied directly to the patient's full medical record, enabling informed decisions to control costs and enhance patient care. When the case is complete, product usage and orders may be sent electronically to materials management or the manufacturer. And with the Billing module, billable charges—including equipment, ICD9, CPT and DRG codes—are captured and sent directly to medical records or hospital billing. With HealthView Inventory you generate an immediate, measurable, and substantial return on investment (ROI).
The HealthView Inventory Management Difference: Analyze Device Usage and Cost Trends

HealthView Inventory is built on Apollo, the industry-leading cardiovascular clinical data repository. By combining device usage with procedural data, you will receive a comprehensive view of the level of care and service provided to patients. You’ll enjoy a real-time look at your success rates with various therapeutic devices, supporting quality improvement programs based on hard, quantifiable data.

HealthView Inventory is completely customizable and delivered as a solution. From the beginning, we work with your team to establish the optimal set-up for your workflow. You choose from a menu of industry-leading software and hardware tools. Reports are customized to provide you with exactly the data you need. Or you can query the database at any time for the information your team needs to make crucial business and care decisions.

Only HealthView Inventory gives you the tools you need to enhance patient care while reducing its costs—the ultimate ROI for a true cardiovascular center of excellence.

The HealthView Suite

HealthView is the most comprehensive set of software applications, integration tools, and supporting services in the industry. As a modular suite, HealthView allows you to pick software applications to manage the major tasks and workflow in your department, adding to them over time. As an integrated suite, HealthView delivers continuous and comprehensive intelligence across the cardiovascular service line.
LUMEDX is the market leader in cardiovascular data intelligence and cardiovascular information systems (CVIS). Pioneers in cloud-powered healthcare analytics, our comprehensive suite of software and services enables high-performance workflows, optimal integration of clinical and EHR data, improved continuity of care, and reduced costs. We develop all our solutions with the firm belief that the delivery and management of healthcare is best served by a community of providers linked—and empowered—by technology.

For more information about LUMEDX and HealthView, contact info@lumedx.com.